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Whenever a woman reaches a particular age, she comes to a crossroads. Ugg shoes lady OR will she resign
herself to be a frumpy " Can she make an effort to stay young as a: Daisy Dukes &Sweatpants and Baseball
Cap lady" OR continue to ROCK IT as a still mind turning "I love my Beauty Power! lady? Sally shares her
funny and insightful revelations, her own ""s Not More than Yet!It', Sally Van Swearingen reveals how
exactly to reclaim your beauty advantage as you transfer to better half of existence; rediscovering the joys to
getting gorgeous, in an age-adapted but sexy and playful method. In "50s and Fabulous Hottie" journey that
brought her back from "Post-40 Invisible Mom" to "get-a-clue" says beauty guru, Sally Van Swearingen.
She also shares insider beauty secrets and wisdom she obtained by making over 5,000 women even more
gorgeous as a hair and make-up artist. "EASILY can do it, that you can do it,".
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It ain't over yet. Too simplistic Also, makeup techniques that look good for a camera may look overdone or
bizarre in real life in the daylight. I'm in my own early 40s, and there are days that it gets to me. It conveys
my philosophy to a T. My Sentiments EXACTLY! A good book for all age groups. It had been excellent!..
So with a touch of kicking and screaming, I'm taking Sally Van Swearingen's message to center. I can still
possess my beauty power. I know what I need to work on but now I will work on it because I want to very
own my Beauty Power! She's is certainly my people. I need to be reminded of that sometimes, which book
gave me just the activate the pants I had a need to get back on the right track, my way, for my beauty power.
Was disappointed to find that her websites were tagged as potentially dangerous. I enjoyed the book. I really
liked this book I must say i liked this reserve, I found it to be an easy browse and found the beauty tips to be
very helpful , and on point. Guidance for "finding your very own " style regardless of your age. The idea of
being middle-aged is something I'm not quite ready to embrace. IT ISN'T Over Yet! Yay! This book offers a
fresh, personal, witty and insightful perspective on the subject of "Aging Gracefully", Yes, it offers plenty of
anecdotes about her personal experiences, and she does do a little "name dropping", but Sally's experienced
thebeauty trenches for a long time and has lots of valuable experience to talk about. Thanks so much, Sally
Enjoyed this book quite definitely Enjoyed this book very much. Very encouraging for all those of us who
could be regarded as by others as "over the hill" because we're 50 or over 50. Right down to Earth Beauty
Information Good, down to earth info. Would like to see that remedied. Love the positive text messages in
this book! This book really is about you. Sally includes worksheets to assist you make the reserve more
highly relevant to your own life. I like the positive text messages about getting who you are. Sally doesn't
expect everyone to be model ideal. She advocates being the best you that you can be. Definitely essential
read for those of us over 50 and wanting to spruce things up a bit! Extraordinarily superficial That is a feelgood pep talk offering hardly any practical advice.. This book is fantastic and completely accurate. This is a
positive heartwarming reserve, and essential read for women who want to stay finely seasoned. I really like
when successful women could be vulnerable and strong Sally is completely transparent and authentic in her
book "It's Now Over Yet". It was excellent! We are Dolphins!.You would definitely make reference to it
over and over! You've got that right! So coming to terms with the aging process has been something I've had
to start out grappling with. Many useful beauty tips and written with "heart . I can't usually do the same
things, or look as nice as I did so when I was in my own 20s. I was stuck within an aging rut as well but
found my very own way of helping and empowering women to be their own genuine selves; all the while
building my own confidence. Sally Van Swearingen really “gets it” and she shows her visitors how exactly
to “get it” too.. I really like when successful women can be vulnerable and solid! The design of her book is
easy to learn with great advice and a great deal of honesty. The workbook design, how she asks you to write
down how we think people find us, etc, produced me see a few points in a different light. Because I have lots
of gray hairs and a wrinkle on my forehead doesn't suggest I have to quit my sense of personal. Sally may be
the type who I gravitate towards. I'm still gorgeous to me, and there's no reason all of those other world can't
see me that way too. Many useful beauty tips and written with "heart and intelligence", for women of all
ages. Pleasurable read. Sally includes a cute writing design and I liked her playful positivity. It's good to feel
just like you have a woman like this on your side. I specifically enjoyed her tale about one particular wellknown encounter she had.. Nana on the Go!!! I have an extremely demanding job and on the go enjoying my
amazing grandson and also have limited period to pull myself collectively and this reserve has given me
some great tips on how to embrace my beauty power and mindset at this age. I thoroughly enjoyed it!
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